
This Christmas unwrap the gift of Finding the Messiah. Jane Rubietta retells the
Christmas story with fresh wit, insight, practicality, and prayer. Each day she draws
attention to a facet of how the transcendent God of light descended infinitely deeper
than any of us can ever descend to come to us in person, in Jesus. I loved the prayers
at the end of each reading—prayers reminding us that Jesus prays for us.

—AdElE AhlbERG CAlhoun, co-senior pastor Redeemer Community Church, needham, MA; author
of The Spiritual Disciplines Handbook, Invitations from God, and True You

Every year I use an Advent devotional for the days preceding Christmas, and this
year it will most definitely be my friend Jane Rubietta’s Finding the Messiah.
Each day’s selection is a well-woven story featuring the unpredictable cast of
characters and events chosen by God to play a role in the coming of the Christ
child. Though familiar, these vignettes are fresh and vibrant in the retelling, with
definite parallels to my own twenty-first-century life. My favorite part might just
be the daily benediction—words of God praying over me. Thank you, Jane, for
keeping the meaningful and magnificent in our Advent journey.

—luCIndA SECREST MCdowEll, author of Live These Words, Encouragingwords.net

Jane Rubietta’s Finding the Messiah is so beautifully written that it captivates me,
drawing me in to experience the story of the birth of Christ in a new and fresh
way.  Rubietta has an  unusual way of expressing new ironies in the  age-old
original Christmas story.  I love that! Through these Advent devotionals, you’ll
be reading the familiar story again, but seeing it as if for the first time. You’re
going to love this book. 

—dIAnnE E. buTTS, author Prophecies Fulfilled in the Birth of Jesus and Deliver Me

Jane Rubietta brings a sensitivity to her writing that establishes an immediate bond
between Jane and her readers. her insights are wise, her lessons are practical, and
her message is encouraging. Read and be refreshed!

—dEnnIS E. hEnSlEY, author of over fifty books, including Jesus in the 
9 to 5; director of professional writing program, Taylor university

Finding the Messiah is a lovely journey to the miraculous life found in bethlehem.
This is a devotional that is also a study in discipleship. It carries readers to the
manger, telling the story of Mary and Joseph in a beautiful, exquisite manner. More
than a deeply personal bible study in devotion, this is also a perfect discipleship
tool for small groups.

—KAThI MACIAS, award-winning author of more than forty books, including The Singing Quilt



In Finding the Messiah, Jane Rubietta leads us on a captivating journey to
bethlehem. her writing is powerful, visual, and impactful. Jane is a gifted wordsmith
who captures the essence of developing an intimate connection with God while
challenging the reader to do the same. This book is filled with practical applications
and opportunities for personal reflection on the birth of our savior. don’t miss it!

—CARol KEnT, speaker, best-selling author of When I Lay My Isaac Down and Unquenchable

These are transformational devotionals with great depth. Jane offers a fresh and
compelling vision of the journey to bethlehem. but more than rich words, she
has coupled biblical truth with practical ways in which to personally walk from
darkness to dawn. There is rich and practical depth in these pages.

—Jo AnnE lYon, General Superintendent, The wesleyan Church

Jane Rubietta invites us on a journey from darkness to dawn that will surprise and
inspire you. Packed with Scripture and written with personal witness and wisdom,
this twenty-eight-day adventure calls us to not only understand, but also live in
the promise of full, new life. 

—AndREA SuMMERS, director of ministry for women, The wesleyan Church

with real-life stories and engaging insight from the bible, Jane leads readers
from darkness to dawn to make our lord’s birth real in our lives. what a brilliant
connection! let Jane lead you there—where the story of our Savior comes alive
and the season of Advent resounds with joy.

—ThAddEuS bARnuM, author of Real Identity and Real Love, 
senior pastor of Church of the Apostles, Fairfield, CT

Jane Rubietta takes us on a reflective spiritual journey during Advent with powerful
insights along the way. Finding the Messiah brings beautiful stillness to the soul
for those overwhelmed by holiday chaos. This book is more than a casual read.
It is a heartfelt experience.

—MARK o. wIlSon, author of Purple Fish and Filled Up, Poured Out, 
senior pastor, hayward wesleyan Church, hayward, wI
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dedicated with hope
For all of us who seek light
In the darkness of our world

And with gratitude
To the one who invites us on the greatest adventure 

Ever
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INTRODUCTION

The promise came to a world shrouded in darkness, a land
where heaven’s light dimmed far too soon after creation’s
first dawn. Prophets and priests, scholars and sheepherders,
day laborers and the poorest of the poor sighed and looked
up, searching for the one to come, the one who would again
split the darkness with light. The one who would retrieve what
was lost in Eden. The one who would shatter their chains of
oppression and sin, of sadness and blindness. 

The world waited, groaning in the long dark night of its soul,
longing for relief. waiting, perhaps without knowing for what
it groaned. And then, waiting some more in the thick, silent
blackness devoid of God’s voice and deaf to God’s presence.

And to this season, we come, too. we enter the twenty-
eight days of Advent with a year’s worth, or perhaps a lifetime’s
worth, of groaning behind us, the accumulation of debt and
doubt, of dread and discouragement. The chains of our past and
present clank about our ankles. Some days we don’t know
how much longer we can press forward, because the gas in our
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tank of determination hovers near empty. The thought of gutting
out another year exhausts us. our souls sigh; our hearts yearn;
our relationships strain under the toil of waiting, watching, and
wondering whether we will make it through. And we ask, “Is
this finally the year that the Promised one comes, the year he
scatters the shadows and shatters our fears and wraps us in the
warm light that is night-rending love and forgiveness?”

we come to Advent, wondering if this will be the year
when we notice. notice the light, notice Emmanuel, God with
us. notice that Christ’s advent actually makes a difference in
a world dark with fear and oppression, makes a difference in
our lives, personally. 

If you have arrived at Advent, at the coming, with doubts,
dragging chains of disbelief, disenchantment, and discourage-
ment, welcome. You are not alone. And if you enter this sea-
son with a harried heart and a furrowed brow, welcome. You
are not alone. If your moanings feel louder than the quiet,
subtle hope tucked behind the noise of the world’s Christmas
season, then welcome. You are not alone. 

And that is the good news, isn’t it? That in this darkness, in
this aching nighttime, we are not alone. Christ comes. This year,
just as more than two millennia ago, Christ comes. Christ pierces
the darkness with his light. Christ says, “I am the light of the
world.” And the darkness, still, cannot extinguish that light.

This Advent, we face the shadows, and embrace the light.
And we learn that “even the darkness will not be dark to you;
the night will shine like the day, for darkness is as light to
you” (Ps. 139:12). This year, may Advent pierce the deep
darkness of this world and of our lives.



AN ADVENT CONFESSION

I’m a little red-faced and anxious that underneath all my
thoughts of Advent, I feel guilty. This is not a ho-ho-ho book.
no fa-la-la anywhere. no “here’s how to have a merry
Christmas” hints, fail-safe, time-tested, and photo-shoot ready.
no clever jingles to jangle around in our soul’s pockets. but
before traveling too far down that path to moroseness, I
remember: the holidays have turned into a trumped-up excuse
to spend money, gain weight, help retailers, try to make up
for what we haven’t given people all year or maybe all their
lives long. The holidays have become a great attempt at
atonement for our deficits with others and maybe our deficits
with our souls. 

To find the Messiah, we likely need not look under the
Christmas tree. 

Recently, I jotted a list from memory of the Advent characters:
herod, Zechariah, Gabriel, Elizabeth, Mary, John, wise men,
shepherds, angels, Simeon, and Anna. And only after mulling
over this cast for about a day, did I realize: I forgot Jesus. 
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I forgot the Christ child.
The centerpiece of the entire story. The reason for the

new Testament. The culmination of two thousand years of
waiting and prophecy and hope and despair. The light that
broke into the darkness. And I forgot to include him in the
cast of characters.

This stuns me with shame. I want to turn my back on
myself and walk away, shaking my head as I lock the office
and turn in my keys.

but isn’t this the way it works so often in our society? we
try so hard to get to Christmas day: deck the halls, buy the
gifts, wrap the gifts, and try not to deck everyone who gets
in the way. we dare to dream that we might find the perfect
something for someone who really needs something perfect.
we nibble our lips and scrunch our eyes in our concern for
others’ experience of Christmas. 

Perhaps we hope, too, that someone else will find the per-
fect something for us, something that will prove they love us,
they’d been thinking of us, that they have an inside line into
our secret hopes and dreams. 

we hurtle through the entire holiday season, sometimes
almost panting in the race. we chug up to the finish line: tree
trimmed, gifts wrapped, everybody happy sitting around the tree.
(oh wait, was that just a movie we watched? because how often
is that the real story?) And then the hollowness clangs inside of
us, a dissonant, empty gonging. because this wasn’t, after all,
what we sought, craved, dreamed of for Christmas day.
Advent means “coming,” and it is this coming that we seek.

The coming of Emmanuel foretold by Isaiah (7:14) into all of our



hurtling, chugging, mind-numbing discouragement. The light of
Christ streaming into our tattered darkness, the gloom of depres-
sion, and the haze of broken dreams and shattered relationships.

The wonderful Counselor, Mighty God, Everlasting Father,
Prince of Peace—how our backs ache for the one who will
carry the government on his shoulders (see Isa. 9:6–7).

If this describes your journey, your hope, this is the right
place. You are not alone. because Advent is about all of us—
all of our situations: the brokenhearted, the barren, the aged,
the young, the pregnant teenager and her disillusioned fiancé,
the faithful, the doubting, the people who go through the
motions of faith even though faced with God’s silence.
Poverty and power, wealth and worry, hope and heartbreak,
oppression and opulence. 

And always the movement of God propels events forward—
all these characters from different times and places prophesy-
ing Christ’s advent and reminding us to watch and hope.
words echo from as far back as Eden (“he will crush your
head,” God said to the serpent in Gen. 3:15) and finally, after
all this waiting, God’s words break into time.

one more thing about the participants in the advent: the
story rolls along without an appearance from the main character
until well into the drama, as the last scene in the last act draws
near. but the focus of all the activity in the advent narratives
was Christ, not the people’s agendas in the last days of b.C.
time. because the people’s agendas were about Christ, and
all their activities prepared the way for him. 

he was the anticipated guest every single day. For the fifteen
or more months from the angel’s announcement to Zechariah

14 FINDING THE MESSIAH
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all the way to the birth in bethlehem, Christ was the unseen
motivator.

At this child’s birth—this juxtaposition of heaven entering
earth and lordship born on a cold dirt floor—the axis of time
shifted to before and after. The King of Glory came wrapped
in rags, lying in a trough, born of a mother in the usual way
of kings and peasants alike, but unlike any who came before
or who have come since. This child entered earthly time,
God’s fullness into humanity’s taut limits. 

what do we want for Christmas? Maybe Christmas isn’t
about getting what we think we want. Maybe it’s about getting
what we need, and then realizing, once we open the gift, that
what we need is actually what we wanted all along.

Imagine God saying these words over you, right now:

dear one,
don’t worry about the calendar

And don’t worry about the clock.
Forget about the lists.

Your lists,
others’ lists,

Your forgiveness lists,
And your unforgiveness lists.

Every year
You try so hard,

but really
only one thing

Is needed.
Come to me
Sit by me.

I have a story
To tell you

About a time



And a place
And a people
who needed

To be found in the dark.
don’t worry,
I have a light.
I am the light.

I am sending the light
of the world.

Perhaps you can join me in this prayer: “oK, God. I’m
quitting right now. Quitting my list-making, my driven-ness,
putting it all aside. I’m ready to hear the story all over again,
with new ears. Speak, please, into the darkness, and bring
your light. Amen.”

This Advent, may God fulfill all of our hopes and dreams
with the Gift we’ve been waiting for all our lives.

16 FINDING THE MESSIAH



WEEK 1 OF ADVENT



1

HIGH RISK ADVENT-URE
The First Sunday of Advent

The word became flesh and made his dwelling among us.
—John 1:14

Advent seems like a risky act on God’s part. Imagine 
creating a world and giving everyone in it the same opportunity
to love or forsake the Creator. And then, after people thoroughly
botched their opportunity to enjoy God’s presence, imagine
God establishing hundreds of rules about right living. The
rules helped people live their daily lives so that they could
enter a relationship with a holy God. Those rules made sense
if the most important one was, “love the lord your God with
all your heart and with all your soul and with all your strength”
(deut. 6:5). Imagine, too, that some of those rules included 
consequences for sin and thus entailed judgment. 

And then, consider that God created those laws, carved
the top ten with a holy hand into stone, and then passed them
on to Moses on the mountain, who passed them on to the people,
who promptly and regularly broke them. Consider that God
knew this breakdown would happen. The Creator absolutely
knew from day one of creation that there was only one way
to bring people back into relationship with himself. And so
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the adventure called Advent began at the very beginning, con-
founding our common sense, our logic, our reason. National
Geographic, MapQuest, our moral compasses, and our think-
ing caps could never divine the route for such an adventure. 

Advent broke social taboos established and carefully
handed down.

For instance, an engaged woman found guilty of adultery
was subject to stoning (see lev. 20:10; deut. 22:20–24). her
fiancé or parents had every right to turn her over to the estab-
lishment to see justice met, unless the man chose to marry
her. Mary’s story of a divine conception could well have been
construed as a teenager’s ruse to escape the consequences due
anyone who committed adultery.

And another example: old Testament interpretation con-
sidered barren women to be suffering the consequences of
their own sin, with barrenness being one of the curses God
said would follow people for their unfaithfulness. If children
were a heritage from the lord, and “blessed is the man whose
quiver is full,” then the lack thereof was the same as the with-
drawal of God’s kindness, as absence of blessing, punishment
for sin (see Ex. 23:25–26; Ps. 127:3–5).

Spoiler alert: In the advent, God confounded expectations
and declared holy an act that appeared to deserve the death
penalty or at least societal censure. And just like at creation,
God again granted people, these failure-prone creations, the
right to accept or reject his arrival.

The super-sized risk of the advent fits perfectly the word
it grew into: adventure. Yes, the advent meant a wonder, a
miracle, accounts of marvelous things. but it also meant risk,



danger, taking a chance, a perilous undertaking. Advent, any-
one? For isn’t adventure the centerpiece of this coming?

God took a chance; God risked everything; God set up a
wonder, a miracle, a host of marvelous things in the advent.
In this great adventure, heaven first entered earth in the form
of an angel, interrupting the regularly scheduled program of
disaster, despair, and darkness and declaring good news to a
sad man nearing retirement who never gave up. light broke
into the bleakness of a woman’s barrenness, hope swallowed
up unhappiness. Soon, another angel appeared to a humble
girl. Angels sang, shepherds quaked, kings brought gifts, evil
rulers were thwarted, and life overshadowed death. wombs
were filled, and dreams, prayers, and promises were fulfilled,
and . . . and at last—at last—the great chasm between heaven
and earth was bridged by the one sent from eternity: the one
who came, who comes, who will come again. 

This adventure produced a brilliant musical extrava-
ganza: the pageantry of angels hovering in the night sky and
a star lighting the path for others to follow; the pathos of an
unmarried teenager who stepped into a role no one would
want to audition for but who carried her part with a song in
her heart. 

This adventure, this advent, delivers people from darkness
into light, sets prisoners free, lifts up the downtrodden, and
binds the wounds of the brokenhearted. This advent takes
people in all their brokenness, all their disappointment and
sorrow, and in a divine twist invites them into the adventure,
the adventure that brings the divine into a long-waiting
world.

20 WEEK 1 OF ADVENT
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In advent, God comes to earth and welcomes us to heaven
in a holy mystery beyond words or reason. In advent, God
chases us down, coming after us to bring us back.

Magnificent God inhabiting human frailty, the God of the
universe in the body of a baby. dare we say, “welcome”? As
though we could stop this miracle, as though in some way
we can inhibit that coming, whether by our flat disbelief, our
rational mind, or just the tattered way we try to weave our
lives together on the loom of this world.

when we find the Messiah, we find both the beginning of
our greatest adventure and the fulfillment of our greatest desire. 

And what do we say to this? what can we possibly say?
let the adventure begin. 

REFLECTION
In what ways do you experience Advent as adventure?

what do you consider risky, daring, about God’s adventure
from heaven to earth, and our adventure from earth to heaven?
what risk do you take coming to Advent this season?

BENEDICTION
dear one,

At last, at last,
The light shines

In all the dark places
And mystery replaces misery

And rules collapse
And the reign of the one

who has waited since eternity past begins.
Incense and angels,

dreams and prophesies,



heaven reaches earth,
And hope turns to reality.

The adventure begins.
And you are the reason.

So buckle up
And hold tight

because the scenes
You are about to enter

will challenge everything
You believed

And fulfill everything
You ever hoped for.
welcome aboard.

let the Advent begin.

PRAYER
God, you took a risk coming for me in this way. I want to

say yes to this Advent, to this adventure, today, and in these
coming days. help me to see your coming, to experience your
coming, to live in accordance with your coming, and to hasten
your coming once again. 

22 WEEK 1 OF ADVENT



2

IN THOSE DAYS

The people walking in darkness have seen a great light; 
on those living in the land of deep darkness a light has dawned.

—ISAIAh 9:2

It was in “the time of herod king of Judea,” luke 1:5 tells
us. darkness stretched through generations, the darkness of
waiting for hope on the horizon. For four hundred years, they
watched, they waited. Some abandoned their posts on the
crows’ nests of their souls. Some decided perhaps God wasn’t
serious after all about that guarantee of a deliverer, that Root
of Jesse, the heir to King david’s throne. 

People waited in the long silence, the dearth of words
from a God who maybe no longer cared or longed to deliver
them. Perhaps, some concluded, God isn’t really God. Some
gave God a small g, had a little fling with other small-g gods,
and decided to go about their business as though long-ago
promises no longer mattered. Promises of salvation. Promises
of a king to deliver them from the oppression, taxation, and
dreadful dull boredom of a world with its soul shuttered, all
the lights gone out in the big house on the hill.

And given the reign of the current king, “King herod the
Great” as some referenced him, . . . well, great might have



been overstating the case, at least in terms of this man’s char-
acter and stability. Maybe he nicknamed himself. Though a
brilliant architect, he careened wildly between Great Para-
noiac and Great Madman, Great Zealot and Great brown-
noser. he murdered some of his own family members and
reportedly sent out secret police to eavesdrop to learn his
ranking in the popularity polls. Rumor has it that public dis-
senters sometimes just disappeared, and this despot enforced
a gag order against public protests to protect his great ego.

King herod couldn’t decide which side of the fence to
claim, since both the Jewish and the Gentile sides had polit-
ical and popular merit, so he tried to curry favor with the Jews
by giving attention to their temple. It perhaps seemed a minor
concession to Jewish interests. Years after the destruction of
King Solomon’s original temple, the Jewish exiles had
returned from babylon to repair and rebuild it, directed by
nehemiah. That only took four decades. by the time herod
entered the picture, the now-dilapidated building needed seri-
ous help again. he decided to hire the priests and rebuild and
embellish the temple for yet another forty-year renovation.
by the time he finished, the temple was glorious, absolutely
transformed, unrecognizable from its former state. Then herod,
figuring he’d pleased the Jews plenty, opted to improve his
standing in the polls with Gentiles, so he brought in priests
from babylonia and Alexandria to help run the Jewish temple.
naturally, polluting the temple with paganism did wonders
for his popularity with the Jews.

The Jewish people groaned under chaotic leadership,
injustice, and heavy taxation. The darkness of poverty and a
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poor economy eroded their fragile foundation of hope for
relief, for some flicker of light on the horizon.

Is it so different today in our lives, in our world? 
This waiting shrouds us in darkness—the darkness of

doubt, when hope sustains a hairline fracture, an underground
fault line that might activate and split the world into pieces
at any moment. It is a darkness, perhaps, with which we are
all familiar. broken dreams, broken promises, broken hearts,
all in shattered fragments like remnants from old bottles used
in target practice. The shards of our hopes scatter around our
feet, making it hard for us to shift our stance, let alone walk
forward in this world. 

Into this dark waiting, luke writes to us. In this bleak season
of our lives—for don’t we hope (there’s that word again) that
it is merely a season in life, not the definition of our entire
life?—in this thickness, we hear, for the first time or the
thousandth time, the beginnings of the story. or, if not the
beginning, certainly the continuation of the strains heard long
ago, a refrain heard throughout all the days of God’s creation.

This dreary epoch feels so personal and private, yet we find
this season peopled with a cast of characters on a stage the
size of the world. Into this season we hear the words anew:
“The people walking in darkness have seen a great light.”

REFLECTION
where is it dark for you right now? who are the people in

your life who sit in darkness? 



BENEDICTION
dear one,

You’ve been sitting
There in the dark

For too long,
The shards of life

broken about your feet,
Your relationships tattered

And hopes shattered.
but wait with me here.
hope is on the horizon

because the sun is rising
And the Son,

My Son,
Is coming.

PRAYER
In spite of it all, in spite of all the fractures around me and

in me, I will wait, God. This season, I will watch and wait. And
hope. don’t give up on me. And please, don’t let me give up.

26 WEEK 1 OF ADVENT
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